Test of a New Geochemical Tool for the Exploration for Gold-Silver-Telluride Mineral Deposits of
Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana
Abstract
Mineral exploration and mining companies worldwide have found it increasingly difficult to replace the
metal-bearing ore reserves depleted by mining with ore of equivalent quality, despite strongly increased
exploration expenditures and exploration activity (Schodde 2014). The exploration geochemical innovation being tested here for gold-silver telluride ore deposits promises, over the long run, to simultaneously
increase the problematically low modern metal deposit discovery rate, decrease exploration expenditures,
reveal the locations of hitherto blind (concealed) mineral deposits, restore ore quality to less costly historical levels, and to reduce the cumulative surface impact of conventional mineral exploration work.
Successful mineral exploration has historically been a matter where the scientific education and experience of mineral exploration practitioners take third place to luck and the persistent use of mineral exploration heuristics (Figure 1 of Kreuzer and Etheridge, 2010; Muessig 1998). This inefficiency of expert
judgment is ordinary in the very difficult low-validity working environment of mineral exploration geologists
(Kahneman 2011): the worldwide conventional mineral exploration project success rate outside of already discovered mining districts is considerably less than 1%. The innovation concerned here utilizes
the formal algorithm antidote (ibid.) to working in such difficult low-validity environments by amalgamating
50+ year old empirical exploration geochemical methods development work from the Atomic Energy
Commission/USGS and the former USSR, with modern microeconomic production function theory. It is
anticipated that the new exploration technology will boost the gold-silver telluride ore deposit exploration
project discovery probability in the western US from its normal <1% level to as high as the 50% level.
In 2016, DIR regressed surface geochemical data against mine gold production records from the type
case Cripple Creek gold-silver telluride mining district to estimate the coefficients of a multivariable linear
equation, a translog production function, that appears able to predict with about 88% accuracy the log10
underlying gold resource in a telluride mineralization system from the geochemical analyses of surface
samples alone. Progress made to date towards the task of determining the practical mineral exploration
significance of this algorithm consists of transforming reconnaissance-scale public domain and private
stream sediment geochemical data for Colorado with the algorithm in order to identify nine (9) mineral
district-sized areas showing geochemical evidence of containing undiscovered gold-silver telluride mineralization. Phase I research will continue the algorithm testing process by its continued use to the point
where specific targets have been located and mapped for Phase II-III exploration drilling. Ultimately,
Phase II-III exploration drilling results will determine the degree of overall efficacy of the algorithm method
for exploring for gold-silver telluride deposits elsewhere in the US.
This prospective use of surface geochemical data and a gold resource-predictive algorithm calibrated
to the gold-silver telluride deposit type is expected to bypass as much as 99% of the expensive and timeconsuming, and otherwise necessary, trial-and-error work of current mineral exploration technologies.
The Commercial Opportunity
Continued industrialization has gradually caused the depletion of shallow, relatively easy to discover,
metal-bearing mineral deposits. Over the last several decades, Western mineral exploration and mining
companies have temporarily worked around this growing problem by conducting exploration on less industrially developed continents like South America and Africa, and by increasing exploration expenditures
overall.
Recent experience, however, indicates that this work-around is failing (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Structural failure of the worldwide mineral
exploration industry, primarily as a result of depletion of
shallow, relatively easy to discover, ore deposits. From
Schodde 2014, Slide 5.

Generally speaking, a successful conclusion to the proposed research program will confer credibility
to the exploration geochemical innovation being developed by DIR, an innovation that promises to, in the
long run, substantially help overcome the shallow deposit depletion problem afflicting the mining industry
worldwide. Heightened credibility, in turn, would hasten industry adoption of the new geochemical/geostatistical approach to the increasingly difficult work of mineral exploration, and help relieve growing mineral supply and cost pressures, particularly those pressures experienced by developed nations
with their more mature mining terrains. Speaking more locally, if the program is successful its results
would also ultimately generate long-lasting, high-paying mining industry employment for rural residents of
Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana. Most specifically speaking, however, a successful conclusion to the
proposed research program would result in the discovery of salable quantities of previously unknown high
1
ore quality gold-silver mineralization mineable at low cost with relatively little environmental effect.
Sulfide-poor Au-Ag-Te deposits like those found within Colorado Cripple Creek mining district are
among the least frequently discovered ore deposits sought by the gold mining industry (Table II, Robert et
al., 2007), and to date no other Au-Ag-Te mining districts have been discovered in Colorado that are
comparable in mineralization extent to Cripple Creek with its cumulative gold production in excess of 23
million ounces. Judging by the halting nature of the early prospecting history of the Cripple Creek mining
district (Sprague 1953), however, it is possible that the difficulty in finding such ore deposits is not entirely
due to the native scarcity of such mineralization, but is also caused by the fact that gold and silver tellurides are very easily weathered away in cases where such mineralization is exposed at surface (Kelley et
al., 1995).
The Au-Ag-Te exploration history of Colorado notwithstanding, 2015-2016 statistical analysis of public
domain and private geochemical data from the Cripple Creek mining district and central and southwestern
Colorado by DIR has identified nine (9) separate areas on public lands that are prospective for Cripple
Creek type gold mineralization. Eight of these potential Au-Ag-Te target areas identified by stream sediment geochemistry transformed by the Cripple Creek gold resource translog production function (“TPF”)
are, like the Cripple Creek mining district itself, within 75 miles of the NNW-trending central axis of the
post-Laramide Rio Grande Rift (Tweto 1979). See Figure 2.
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It is most likely, given the intensive gold prospecting history of Colorado, that any new gold-silver telluride ore deposit discoveries
in the state will be produced by low surface impact underground methods; i.e., new discoveries will most likely be blind ore deposits
not exposed at the surface. Gold-silver telluride mineralization has very low sulfide content, a fact that prevents development of acid
drainage during mining operations.
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Figure 2. Index map showing locations of Phase I work areasStrong stream sediment anomalies not marked here as target areas
are either located on private agricultural or mining lands, or are withdrawn from mineral entry by wilderness designation. Not shown
here is the La Plata mining district of southwestern Colorado. Schiowitz’s (2008) stream sediment data indicate that this mining
district has substantial Au-Ag-Te mineralization potential remaining.
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All metals markets are cyclical, so a very important market driver for mining companies as consumers
is the total ore production cost/unit of production of deposits proffered for sale, a cost primarily deter2
mined by ore quality, especially grade. Other important drivers include ore deposit size and jurisdiction.
Because it typically takes 5-10 years to bring a mineral deposit discovery of any size into production,
larger ore deposits and larger mineralization systems are particularly attractive to major mining companies. Jurisdiction affects mining company demand for ore body discoveries because of the influence of
regulation and rule of law. Proximity to urban areas in industrialized nations typically slows mine development work because of urban citizen environmental concern, while mining companies operating in politically unstable countries can suffer outright loss of mineral ownership.
On the supply side after discovery and during ore deposit delineation, successful mineral exploration
companies temporarily function with considerable market power and – if a discovered deposit is large and
rich enough – benefit from a bidding war among the major mining companies for the mineral assets of the
exploration company owning the deposit. Before discovery, especially during bull commodity markets,
however, competition for land positions among mineral exploration companies themselves can be extremely competitive. Figure 3 shows that mineral exploration competition (all metals) in Colorado is near
its 40 year low, however.
According to Schodde 2016, the main drivers for the mineral exploration industry are: (1) growth in
mineral demand and commodity prices, (2) availability of funds, (3) input costs, (4) changes in business
risk, (5) exploration success (especially locally), and (6) technological innovations. On the same subject,
the three key risks to the commercialization of the here concerned exploration geochemical innovation
through ore deposit discovery and sale are these, in decreasing order of importance: (1) technical failure
of the innovation, (2) availability of funds, and (3) changes in business risk.
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Currently, the mineral exploration industry is in the 4 year of a worldwide slump, proximately because of a pronounced drop in metals prices. US and world gold exploration expenditures were, as of the
end of 2015, down about 60% from their most recent peak in 2012 (Schodde 2016). The number of active lode mining claims in Colorado fell about 40% over the same time period. Booms and busts in mineral exploration activity are very symmetrical in time. Accordingly, Schodde’s data (2016, slide 4) indicate
the current deceleration in gold exploration competition could continue at about a -10% rate/year until
2022, approximately the time any Colorado gold deposit discoveries generated by the new exploration
innovation will be ready for market. Given this continually reducing mineral exploration activity, the gold
mining industry will continue building appetite for new ore deposit discoveries over the course of the proposed research program.
As already remarked, mineral exploration companies like DIR Exploration, Inc., when successful in
making an economic mineral deposit discovery, function as ore deposit suppliers to major and mid-sized
mining companies. Sales of large new gold discoveries worldwide for the last two decades have typically
gone for about 2/3’s the sale date gold price/oz for each ounce of gold defined by drilling at the time of
3
sale. This record, and data provided by Kreuzer and Etheridge (2010) and Schodde (2016), permit a
rough estimation of the order of magnitude of net revenue realizable by successful gold exploration work
of the sort used to test the new exploration geochemical method. See Table I.
Table I illustrates the high sensitivity of the commercial results of the proposed research program to
the effectiveness of the exploration geochemical innovation in overcoming the low-validity environment
problem hindering the mineral exploration industry. Should the innovation be technically successful and
2

Low-cost miners are miners who can operate profitably throughout all phases of the commodity and business cycles without harmful high-grading of the ore deposit that decreases total ore production from a given mineral deposit.
3
Examples: (1) 1996 Arequipa sale of 3 million ounces to Barrick at 70% of then current gold price; (2) 2001 Normandy and Franco-Nevada sale of 241 million ounces to Newmont at 64% of the then current gold price; and (3) 2011 Fronteer sale of 2.2 million
ounces of the Long Canyon deposit to Newmont at 64% of the then current gold price.
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Figure 3. Index of Colorado mineral
exploration competition – the annual
number of active mining claims.
(The total number of active mining
claims in 2015 in Colorado is about
6% of those in much more competitive Nevada.) The competition picture shown here is significantly controlled by the historical and current
uranium mining claims of western
and central Colorado.

Table I.

all other program risks are manageable, it is expected that net revenue will occur somewhere within the
4
yellow highlighted interval shown on Table I.
Resources required to carry out the R&D plan in Phase I are labor, geochemical analytical services,
and transportation. This Phase I NSF SBIR grant application is being made to provide for these needs. If
Phase I is successful, Phase II work will become operationally slightly more complex, and will, in addition
to the kind of resources used in Phase I, also require the help of environmental survey and drilling contractors to complete. Anticipated Phase II expenditures would be on the scale historically available
through NSF’s Phase II SBIR grant program. If Phase II spot exploration drilling is successful in showing
that use of the exploration geochemical innovation leads directly to drill discovery of economic quantities
of gold-silver telluride mineralization, this drill evidence will be used to obtain external funding for ore deposit delineation work. Work on finding resources for Phase III commercialization preparations will begin
during Phase II (year 2 or 3, depending on drill results), but some marketing work in this direction has already begun.
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To put things in real world mining industry context, the high case before tax net revenue of $22 billion in Table I is about 10 billion
dollars less than the total present value of the 23+ million ounces of gold produced by the Cripple Creek mining district since the
1890s.
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The Innovation
Use of surface geochemical sampling as a gold-silver telluride mineral exploration and resource as5
sessment tool is based on the fact that primary system metal leakage surrounding gold-silver telluride
ore bodies is the direct product of the same geological and geochemical processes that have produced
gold-silver telluride mineralization. Knowing this, it was hypothesized that the cumulative “input” of each
major geological and geochemical process creating economic gold-silver telluride mineralization could be
used to statistically predict the mineralizing system’s “output”; i.e., the contained amount of gold-silver ore
existing in the subsurface. Specific geochemical parameters or functions were used as proxies for each
major geochemical/geological input factor ultimately determining gold-silver telluride resource size. After
much recursive trial-and-error, regression of selected field measurements of these input proxies against
corresponding mine production records (“output”) produced a particular kind of multivariable linear equation, a production function (“PF”), with apparently strong predictive power (Figure 4).
Such a PF estimated through ordinary least squares (“OLS”) regression represents a calibration
curve constructed using the calibration standards of the known gold production from individual mines, and
the metal leakage analyses of samples taken from rocks near the surface projection of each mine in the
calibration standard set. DIR has used the Cripple Creek mining district gold production records (Lindgren and Ransome, 1906; Loughlin and Koschmann, 1935; and Thompson et al., 1985) and public domain surface rock chip geochemical data (Gott et al., 1969) to derive a multi-variable linear equation specific to Au-Ag-Te mineralization like that found at the Cripple Creek mining district of Colorado. The production function model calculated for the Au-Ag-Te mineral deposit type is very roughly similar in its controlling variables to that employed in the northern Arizona uranium-mineralized breccia pipe case (Turner
6
and Turner, 2016), although a second geochemical barrier proxy parameter had to be added into the
Cripple Creek data regression in order to account for the evident telescoping of lower sulfide-poor Au-AgTe mineralization into upper sulfide-related native gold mineralization.
Planned Phase I research will focus on delineating any structurally-controlled mineralization trends
present within the nine (9) member multi-square mile Au-Ag-Te greenfields target set identified by DIR in
Colorado during 2016. These target areas were found by applying the DIR Au-Ag-Te gold resource algorithm to the stream sediment trace metals data of the USGS Central Colorado Assessment Project
(“CCAP”; Granitto et al. 2010) and the La Plata mining district (Schiowitz 2008). This Phase I mineralization trend delineation work will be accomplished by grid sampling the surface of the nine target areas,
chemically analyzing the collected samples, transforming the resulting chemical analyses into predicted
gold resource values with the Au-Ag-Te mineralization algorithm, and subsequently carrying out geological and geophysical mapping guided by the estimated subsurface gold resource results of the surface
sampling work. If this district-scale exploration is successful, a collection of structurally-controlled mineralization trends like those already determined to be present in the Cripple Creek mining district (Figure 5)
will be geochemically located and mapped within the nine Au-Ag-Te exploration target areas.
This result will prepare for the Phase II work of testing a selection of the Phase I identified and
mapped mineralization trends with initial surface exploration drilling. If Phase II is largely successful in
revealing evidently continuous ore grade Au-Ag-Te and/or native gold/auriferous pyrite in drilling, the new
5

Primary system metal leakage is the vertical and horizontal halo of anomalous concentrations of trace elements formed around an
ore deposit largely by fluid infiltration along permeable pathways in the country rock containing the ore deposit. In rock, metal leakage commonly extends several thousands of feet from the margins of the ore deposit. The metal leakage halo develops at the
same time as the ore deposit is being formed. In the surface environment, secondary remobilization of the metals in the metal leakage halo can expand the metal leakage anomaly for miles.
6
A “geochemical barrier” is any change in chemical conditions along the mineralizing fluid flow path that causes solutes to precipitate. Solute precipitation creates ore deposits and the genetically-related zoning of trace metals around the created ore deposits.
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exploration tool will have been validated for further Au-Ag-Te ore deposit exploration purposes in Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana.
As a means of insuring that no later imitator of its method seeks to patent the general DIR method
and thereby restrict its future use and development by others in the mineral exploration industry, and in
order to also stimulate interest in the alternative mineral exploration approach, DIR has published a type
case of its methods development work concerning the uranium-mineralized collapse breccia pipes of
northern Arizona (Turner and Turner, 2016). This action brings protection of intellectual property rights
by DIR in its innovation down to its nearly eight-year head start working with the new method, its subsequently closed-mouth experience in developing the new mineral exploration approach, and mineral rights
protected by US mining law.
Figure 4. Graphic comparison of actual
subsurface log10 gold resource values in
ounces to the log10 gold resource values in
ounces predicted from metal analyses of
surface samples and the Au-Ag-Te algorithm (translog production function) estimated for Au-Ag-Te deposits at Cripple Creek.
With an adjusted-R2 value of 88.4%, the AuAg-Te algorithm appears accurate enough
to permit surface geochemistry to function
as an exploration guide to the locations of
underground mineralization at the regional,
mining district, or prospect scales. This
statistical evidence of algorithm efficacy will
require test application of the tool using
conventional exploration means like surface
drilling to confirm the technical feasibility of
continued gold-silver exploration use of the
algorithm in Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana.

The Company
DIR Exploration, Inc., was formed by Lawrence D. Turner, Dr. Mohammed Ikramuddin (since retired),
and Irving L. Turner (since retired) in 1987 in order to operate a uranium exploration joint venture with the
Japanese government company, PNC Exploration (USA), Inc. DIR explored the JV’s uranium prospects
south of the Grand Canyon using surface surveys and drilling. The continued slump in uranium price and
PNC’s exploration success in Canada’s Athabasca Basin led to the end of the northern Arizona JV in
1993. From 1994 through 1996, DIR consulted to the Euro-Nevada/Franco-Nevada JV at Midas, Nevada, conducting all discovery and early ore delineation reverse circulation drill sample-logging and vertical
cross-section construction. This work led directly to the mine development of the high grade Ken Snyder
low-sulfidation silver-gold vein system. From 1996 to 2006, DIR chiefly operated as an independent prospect generator. Its chief success during this time period was the discovery and lease-out of its Gopher
gold property immediately north of the high grade Sleeper low-sulfidation gold-silver vein deposit, Humboldt County, Nevada. Over the period 2006-2009, DIR again acted as uranium exploration operator in
northern Arizona with the Canadian junior mining company, Takara Resources, Inc., as JV partner. DIR
produced 220 separate breccia pipe uranium prospects in Mohave and Coconino County, Arizona, and
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Figure 5. Apparent log10 subsurface gold resource ounces in the Cripple Creek mining district as estimated by the Cripple Creek
Au-Ag-Te translog production function/algorithm and USGS surface rock chip sample geochemical analyses. Minimum contour
level is log10 6 (antilog 1 million ounces). This map shows both the deep mineralization trend of the historical PortlandIndependence-Strong underground mine cluster southeast of the Cresson Mine, and the shallow mineralization trend of Newmont’s
Cresson open-pit mine. Small red stars mark the locations of US Geological Survey rock chip samples of Gott et al., 1969. Bold
black numbers show recorded log10 oz gold production figures for mining district mines. Note the close correspondences between
algorithm-estimated log10 gold resource contours and bold black log10 values of historical gold production in the district.

was conducting surface surveys on these prospects in preparation for drilling when northern Arizona was
effectively withdrawn from exploration operations by the US Department of Interior. Since that time, DIRhas combined intermittent consulting and/or contract exploration management with development and reconnaissance stage exploration application of its new exploration methodology.
DIR Exploration, Inc., is a private subchapter-S Arizona corporation. Depending on its level of activity, it employs from 1 to 5 geologists and geotechnicians. Its field of interest is metals mineral exploration,
and the company functions as a consultant and mineral exploration program operator. The business has
managed exploration research projects of the Phase I and Phase II scales for twelve years, and ore deposit delineation exploration drilling work at the Phase III scale for two years.
Current plans are to take the proposed research program through to the mineral deposit sales stage
over the next five or so years, and then change the company’s activity focus to consulting with an emphasis on generalized application of the exploration geochemical innovation concerned here. With regard to
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this future consulting work, it is the intent of the company to gradually expand its geochemical algorithm
mineral exploration approach into other major ore deposit types like porphyry-associated base metal deposits and Mississippi Valley Type lead-zinc deposits.
Technical Discussion and R&D Plan
Recall that the exploration geochemical innovation being tested under this research proposal represents an amalgamation of the previous geochemical innovations of Miesch et al. (1959; 1960) and those
described by Beus and Grigorian (1977) with microeconomic production function theory. In their early
semi-quantitative work using regression of trace element data against known ore deposit sizes to estimate the size of poorly drill-explored deposits, Miesch et al. (1959; 1960) used emission spectrographic
analyses of uranium ore grade material as their source of trace element data, thus limiting application of
their exploration geochemical algorithm to assessments of the sizes of already discovered shallow ore
bodies. Selection of trace elements for the weighted linear regression and multivariable linear regression
analyses of these early workers relied on empirical inspection of histograms of element concentrations,
and on calculation of correlation coefficients between single element concentrations and uranium ore
body size. This approach did not consider possible collinearity between selected controlling variables,
collinearity potentially causing instability of estimated equation coefficients. This early study also only
briefly considered possible genetic mechanisms determining the co-variation of trace element concentrations and uranium resource size. Miesch et al.’s regression estimation of multivariable linear equation
coefficients used the simple Cobb-Douglas economic production function with its constant returns to scale
7
(negative in this case) and that mathematical function’s failure to reflect the varying degrees of controlling variable substitution likely to occur in very long-lasting, open mineralization systems. Nevertheless,
this early use of trace element geochemical data of ore samples to estimate mineral resource size predicted (“long method”) nearly 50% of the variation in ore body magnitude of the target ore deposit type
from semi-quantitative trace element analyses alone.
The trace element geochemical data handling and interpretation methods related in Beus and Grigorian’s (1977) Geochemical Methods for Mineral Deposits were also largely empirically defined. The vertical and longitudinal primary system distributions of trace metals for a wide variety of mineral deposit types
were painstakingly cataloged from field observations, and quite practical and useful qualitative exploration
uses were developed from these simple empirical observations of primary system trace metal leakage
zonings.
For example, two of the very many “low-validity environment” problems causing depression of the
mineral exploration industry’s ore deposit discovery rate can be addressed readily using surface sample
geochemical analyses and empirical knowledge of primary system metal zoning. The first of these problems is the common existence of trace metal anomalies (“dispersed mineralization”) attractive to mineral
exploration geologists that are the result of metal-rich fluid flow through permeable structures without precipitation of economically important ore grade concentrations of metals anywhere along the fluid flow
path. Exploration expenditures on this sort of mineralization and geochemical anomaly occurrence are
completely wasted because of the absence of economic ore accumulations. Beus and Grigorian (1977)
showed, however, that lack of detectable longitudinal and/or vertical zoning in surface geochemical sampling grids or profiles across such occurrences is a reliable sign that the mineral prospect concerned is of
7

Not likely in the cases of smaller ore deposits, but is to be expected in larger, more extensively mineralized ore deposits. It is suspected this inflexibility of returns to scale is the cause of the greater inaccuracy of their ‘long method’ resource predictions with
smaller and larger ore deposits reported by Miesch et al. (1960, p. 47). The Cobb-Douglas production function used by Miesch et
al. (ibid.) is, for two inputs or controlling variables, ln q = ln γ0 + α ln (v1) + β ln (v2) where ln γ0 is a constant, α is the coefficient of the
input v1, and β is the coefficient of the input v2, and q = output. The constant returns to scale for this production function is α + β.
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the valueless dispersed mineralization type. This is because the geochemical barriers that create such
metal zoning -- and also cause dissolved ore metals to precipitate to form ore deposits -- are missing in
such cases.
The second major low-validity environment problem that the methods described by Beus and Grigorian solve is accounting for the influence of uplift and erosion on the size of ore deposits contained in the
crust during prospect assessment. An outcropping ore deposit that has been, say, 90% eroded over
time, can be an expensive distractant to mineral exploration geologists who mistakenly postulate that
remnant surface mineralization is a sign that much more ore lies below. Beus and Grigorian showed that
the inspection of multi-element ratios of element concentrations found above particular ore deposit types
divided by those of elements typically found below the same ore body type from surface geochemical
samples will quickly determine erosion level of the mineral occurrence. If the ratio is quite high, then it
can be safely assumed that erosion has not destroyed the mineral occurrence being studied and mineral8
ization potential still exists at depth.
Beus and Grigorian did consider the possibility that their various geochemical data-handling methods
could be eventually used to estimate ore resource size, but unlike Meisch et al. (ibid.), they concluded
that (1977, p. 151): “Quantitative interpretation of geochemical anomalies formed above ore bodies is the
most complicated problem. Quantitative interpretation would be expected to evaluate the possible extent
of blind mineralization. However, no reliable methods for solving this problem (quantitative interpretation)
are presently available.”
DIR combines the quantitative and qualitative exploration geochemical techniques, respectively, of
Miesch et al. (1959; 1960) and Beus and Grigorian (1977) into one method by carrying out the basic linear regression approach of Miesch et al. using the types of trace metal parameters (functions) developed
by Beus and Grigorian. However, instead of using the rigid Cobb-Douglas production function employed
9
by Miesch et al., DIR uses the translog production function for its ore resource vs. trace element analyses linear regression work (Heathfield and Wibe, 1987). The translog production function (“TPF”) is
much less restrictive and more flexible than the Cobb-Douglas function in that it permits mineralizationcontrolling input factors to substitute for each other in varying degrees, and allows returns to scale of
these inputs to vary with extent of mineralization. In addition, this equation form permits a modelled mineralization system to, depending on the confluence of specific conditions, shift from a linear relationship
10
between inputs and output into a nonlinear one.
Another important difference between the DIR approach to the problems addressed by its two seniors
is that DIR regards primary system metal leakage trace metal distributions around ore deposits as proxies, if not identities, for the controlling factors originally responsible for the formation of ore deposits. It
was this insight that led DIR to its initial experimentation with production functions to predict mineral resource sizes. Among other things, this perspective expands Miesch et al.’s (ibid.) original semiquantitative ore resource prediction method that was limited to exposed ore material to the exploration
use of the much larger primary system metal leakage anomalies studied by Beus and Grigorian (ibid.).
This viewpoint further sees the metal zonings empirically cataloged by Beus and Grigorian as essentially
being the result of chromatographic separations effected by geochemical barriers, and explains the relative mobilities and precipitations of metals in mineralizing fluids as being controlled by the presence, ab8

This ratio measure of position of the geochemical sampling level and lateral separation from a geochemical barrier or barriers responsible for ore deposit formation is another test of the former existence of a geochemical barrier. In cases of “dispersed mineralization”, there are no modulations of the ratio values with changes in vertical or horizontal position of geochemical sampling.
9
For the two input or controlling variable case, the log-linear form of the translog production function is ln q = ln γ0 + α1 ln v1 + β1 ln v2
+ ½ α2 (ln v1)2 + ½ β2 (ln v2)2 + γ1 (ln v1) (ln v2), where q = output; ln γ0 is a constant, and α1, β1, α2, β2, and γ1 are coefficients; and v1
and v2 are input factors (controlling variables). Unlike in the Cobb-Douglas production function, the returns to scale for the two input
translog production function can vary as inputs and output vary: RTS= α1 + α2 (ln v1) + γ1 (ln v2) + β1 + β2 (ln v2) + γ1 (ln v1).
10
And, large, naturally-occurring nonlinear accumulations of ore are the favored target of mineral exploration.
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sence, and/or strength of such geochemical barriers within mineralizing fluid flow paths. The academic
literature of economic geology, especially geochemical laboratory studies describing changing metal solubilities under different physical and chemical conditions, is often helpful in refining (and understanding)
the metal zoning schemata empirically laid out by Beus and Grigorian, and in choosing controlling geochemical variables for surface sample geochemistry versus ore resource linear regression work.
The evident results of this combination of exploration geochemistry with microeconomic production
function theory are detection and quantitative estimations of the magnitude of exposed and blind mineralization ore resources with apparent 85% to 97% accuracy. This apparent huge increase in resource
magnitude estimation accuracy compares very favorably with the ~50% accuracy initially achieved by
11
Miesch et al. (1959;1960) and, at the same time, apparently solves Beus and Grigorian’s (1977, p. 151)
“most complicated” quantitative interpretation problem.
It has already been remarked that DIR has used the Cripple Creek mining district gold production
records and public domain surface rock chip geochemical data to derive a multi-variable linear equation
specific to Au-Ag-Te mineralization like that found at Cripple Creek. It has also been mentioned that this
TPF model calculated for the Au-Ag-Te mineral deposit type is roughly similar in its controlling variables
to that employed in the northern Arizona uranium-mineralized breccia pipe case, although a second geochemical barrier proxy parameter had to be added into the Cripple Creek data regression in order to account for the evident telescoping of upper sulfide-related native gold mineralization and lower sulfide-poor
Au-Ag-Te mineralization. See Figure 6. This addition of a new mineralization control proxy was accomplished by following the McPhail study of tellurium speciation (1995) under different fluid chemistry conditions, and by using the knowledge that vanadium and manganese concentrations in country rock can
serve as sensitive chemical paleo-indicators/proxies for the Eh and pH conditions conducive to the precipitation of gold and silver tellurides (Evans and Garrels, 1958; and Garrels and Christ, 1965).
The linear regression estimation of the gold mineralization TPF for the Cripple Creek Au-Ag-Te mining district by DIR employed the multi-element analyses of 43 USGS surface rock samples located more
12
or less above 43 mine cases of recorded gold production from the district. See the Figure 5 green diamonds for the locations of most of the surface and subsurface sample pairs used in the regression esti13
mation of the Au-Ag-Te algorithm.
2
Details of the TPF yielding the 88.4% adjusted-R for the Cripple Creek mining district sample set are
these (n= 70):
2

2

Log10 (ounces Au) = 1.302897 + 1.868897(ORE) – 0.140405(AB2) + 0.7745115 (AB1) – 0.616995(BA)
SE

(1.9751)

t

(0.6596)

Prob. (0.5126)

(0.80710)

(0.089983)

(0.221446)

(0.251093)

(2.31557)

(-1.56035)

(3.364772)

(-2.457237)

(0.0248)

(0.1251)

(0.0015)

(0.0176)

2

2

+ 0.31740(LKG) + 0.36957(AB1xAB2) + 0.248763(AB2xORE) + 1.080474(AB1xBA) -1.141057(AB1xLKG)
(0.088942)

(0.189787)

(0.159646)

(3.56834)

(1.947289)

(1.558219)

(0.0008)

(0.0572)

(0.1256)

(0.377911)

(0.243007)

(2.859071)

(-4.699572)

(0.0062)

(0.0000)

+ 1.376474(AB1xV) + 2.404466(BAxV) – 1.599780(LKGxV) – 0.135311(LKGxORE) + RESIDUAL
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Determining whether or not this statistical result is true or apparent is the reason for the proposed research program. The Au-AgTe exploration program would be the first ‘from scratch to program completion’ test of the new exploration approach.
12
See “Cited References” for a link to files containing the geochemical data used in algorithm estimation and target area definitions.
13
Not all sample locations could be shown because of the need to trim Figure 5’s extent so that important details were made legible.
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(0.413468)

(0.802313)

(0.493264)

(3.329095)

(2.996918)

(-3.243254)

(0.073124)
(-1.85043)

(0.0017)

(0.0043)

(0.0021)

(0.0703)

Where ORE = Log10 [f (Ag,Te)], AB1 = Log10 [f (Pb, Zn, V, Mn)], AB2 = Log10 [f (Mo, As, Pb, Zn)], BA
= Log10 [f (Ba)], LKG = Log10 [f (Mo, As, Cu, Pb, Zn)], V = Log10 [f (V)], and RESID = residual. ORE is
a proxy for richness of mineralizing fluid and depth of mineralization; AB 1 is a proxy for the Eh and pH barriers taking Au, Ag, and Te out of solution and forming Au-Ag-tellurides; AB2 is a proxy for the sulfide barrier (above AB1) that co-precipitates gold, silver, and metal sulfides; BA is log10 ppm Ba used as a separate controlling variable because of the reported presence of barite in more than one vertical position -ditto for V; and LKG (leakage) is a proxy for structural development, dispersed mineralization, and depth
of mineralization.
Figure 7 illustrates hypothesized and surface-observed variations in the major controlling variables
(inputs) in a vertical cross-section matrix. Variations in these independent variables account for the variation in ore deposit resource from location to location. Note that because the Cripple Creek mining district
contains cases of surface-exposed and blind gold-silver mineralization, small and large ore deposits, and
sulfide- and telluride-related gold and silver mineralization, it is a statistically acceptable, varianceencompassing type case locality for the Au-Ag-Te mineralization algorithm estimation work carried out
here. The major concern related to the use of the USGS Cripple Creek mining district rock chip analyses
is the fact that Gott et al. (1969) had no choice but to use mine dump and other non-representative, highgraded rock material for their sampling work because of outcrop paucity. This unavoidable geochemical
sample high-grading is believed to be the source of much, if not all, of the local gold resource signal amplification visible in Figure 5.
Surface sample gold analyses were not used in this regression for the practical reason that the USGS
Central Colorado Assessment Project (oddly) does not include gold analyses in its public domain stream
sediment data set, and this CCAP sample set was the major data source for the pre-Phase I target area
reconnaissance work (Figure 2). No major elements were employed (e.g., potassium) in this regression
either because the major element sample digestions of the available private stream sediment data set
were much weaker and less complete than those employed by Gott et al. (1969) with the Cripple Creek
mining district surface rock chip samples.
Although the statistical characteristics (Figure 4) and very preliminary test applications (Figures 5 and
8) of the newly-derived Au-Ag-Te mineralization algorithm are very encouraging, work still needs to be
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Figure 6. Vertical cross-section
conceptual model of Cripple Creek
mineralization system after Pontius
1992, Cas and Wright, 1987 (p.
377), and Papay 2001, indicating
the mineralization system activity of
two separate geochemical barriers
and the principal areas of operation
of the four main controlling variables
(purple) in the Au-Ag-Te gold resource algorithm. A lower Eh and
pH barrier (AB1) evidently precipitated gold and silver as tellurides,
while an upper sulfide barrier (AB2)
precipitated native gold with pyrite
and as auriferous pyrite. Up and
down vertical migration of the AB1
geochemical barrier would have
changed the active level of gold and
silver telluride mineralization. See
dashed vein mineralization symbol
indicating the operation of this
mechanism for the development of
vertically-extensive telluride mineralization like that present at Cripple
Creek. Unlike the northern Arizona
uranium-mineralized breccia pipe
algorithm precedent, the Cripple
Creek algorithm estimated by DIR
includes separate geochemical
parameter proxies for both geochemical barriers.
Figure 7. Major controlling variable/input factor data matrix in vertical cross-section, Cripple Creek
mining district. Colorado
This
diagram illustrates the variations in
input factors – as represented by
Beus and Grigorian (1977) trace
metal parameters/proxies – that
were regressed against known
gold ore production using the basic
approach pioneered by Miesch et
al., (1959;1960).
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done to concretely verify that this new exploration tool can be confidently employed in field exploration for
Au-Ag-Te ore deposits. The research work being proposed here will determine the technical feasibility of
the new exploration approach to Au-Ag-Te ore deposits by using the algorithm to guide the entire course
of the mineral exploration research program, and then, once specific exploration drilling targets are identified, by ultimately employing conventional drilling exploration methods to test the validity of the exploration innovation in the Au-Ag-Te mineral deposit case.
Figure 8 shows two local examples of the result of using the Cripple Creek mining district Au-Ag-Te
TPF to transform the CCAP stream sediment geochemical data (Eppinger et al, 2015; Granitto et al.,
2010) into log10 apparent gold resource values in order to locate mining district-sized areas likely to contain Au-Ag-Te mineralization. Both the Cripple Creek mining district and the much smaller-sized Carbonate King/Guffey Au-Ag-Te occurrence 20 miles west of Cripple Creek (Lovering and Goddard, 1950)
show up distinctly in the transformed CCAP stream sediment data set. Note that the amplitude of the
Figure 8 Cripple Creek stream sediment anomaly is much greater than that of the poorly-mineralized
Guffey mining district. This Figure is an illustration of the apparent utility of the new exploration method in
conducting greenfields reconnaissance exploration work, work having the goal of locating ground containing valuable metals deposits outside of already established mining districts. The same process was used
to locate each of the Phase I target areas shown on Figure 2.
According to Kelley et al., 1998, gold was deposited in the Cripple Creek mining district for about a
two million year period beginning 31-30 million years ago. The extensional tectonics responsible for dilation in the Rio Grande Rift region along north-northwest-striking (“NNW-striking”) faults like those mineralized at Cripple Creek began about 32 million years ago, just before the start of gold mineralization at
Cripple Creek (ibid.). Observing the dominant, NNW-striking Rio Grande Rift-controlled mineralization
trend direction in the Cripple Creek mining district (Figure 5), planned Phase I technical objectives in each
of the nine Au-Ag-Te exploration target areas are (1) sampling and chemical analysis of Figure 9-type soil
sample profiles placed approximately perpendicular to the NNW orientation of the central axis of the Rio
Grande Rift, (2) calculation of estimated subsurface gold resource values from the soil sample analyses
using the Au-Ag-Te algorithm, (3) completion of follow-up spot rock chip sampling within the identified soil
sample anomaly zones, and (4) detailed geological mapping, and/or ground geophysical surveying of the
ground geochemically determined to be most strongly mineralized. Judging from DIR study of the U.S.
Geological Survey rock chip geochemical data from the Cripple Creek mining district, this geochemical
sampling is expected to define any major vein-associated Au-Ag-Te drilling targets present in each target
area. The results of the above-described technical work will determine highest priority prospects, if any,
for Phase II work.
Soils rather than rocks will initially be sampled at the Phase I project areas. The reasons for this procedure include lower soil sample analytical costs (-30%) and the rock outcrop scarcity common, oddly
enough, in the Rocky Mountains (Gott et al., 1969). Any outcrop found within mineralization trends outlined by soil sampling will be later rock sampled during Phase I, however. It is expected that ground
magnetics and apparent conductivity surveys will be required to locate Au-Ag-Te mineralizationassociated structures (Kelley et al., 1995) where vegetation, talus, till, or soil prevent detailed mapping of
geology, alteration, and structure. DIR possesses the geophysical equipment required for these alternative ground magnetometer and VLF means of mapping structure and gross alteration (two protonprecession magnetometers and two EM-16Rs). Note that most of the terrain that will be examined is
steep and thickly forest-covered, and work progress could be slower than anticipated. On the chance that
not all 9 target areas will be completely examined in the 8-month Phase I, Phase I work will be begun on
the reconnaissance target areas with the highest apparent gold resource endowment.
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The technical objectives of Phase II of the planned research program will be to (1) obtain mineral
rights to the mineralized portions of the defined highest priority prospects; (2) obtain plan of operations
approval for surface drill tests of these prospects; (3) carry out preliminary exploration drill tests; (4) examine and chemically analyze samples obtained during drilling; and, (4) if results are positive and ore
discovery is accomplished, prepare for Phase III. Phase II is expected to require two years to complete.
The general technical objective of Phase III, beginning at the start of year 4, would be to carry out sufficient exploration and ore delineation drilling to determine if the nature of the gold mineralization revealed
by spot drilling in Phase II is sufficient to support mine development.
Figure 8. Contoured results of
applying the Cripple Creek Au-AgTe algorithm to geochem-ical analyses from USGS stream sediment
samples draining two known and
adjacent Au-Ag-Te mineral occurrences in central Colorado. The
minimum log10 contour is 5, or
100,000 ounces gold. Round gray
circles mark the locations of stream
sediment samples re-analyzed as a
part of the Central Colorado Assessment Project of the US Geological Survey (Eppinger et al.,
2015; Granitto et al., 2010). Red
lines
within
the
Carbonate
King/Guffey and Cripple Creek AuAg-Te stream sediment anomalies
mark the outside boundaries of the
stream sediment drainage cells that
provided the stream sediment material creating each anomaly.

Figure 9. In Phase I of the planned
research
program,
anomalous
stream sediment drainage cells like
those outlined here in red at the
Cripple Creek mining district would
be soil sampled along each profile
line shown. Judging by the contoured results of the random interval rock chip sampling carried out
by the USGS (Gott et al., 1969)
illustrated here, this profile sampling
should reveal any existing goldtelluride mineralization trends like
those found at Cripple Creek in the
nine gold-telluride project areas
recently identified by stream sediment reconnaissance work in central and southwest Colorado. Figure 2 shows the locations of eight of
these target areas. With additional
Phase I fill-in rock chip sampling,
geological mapping, and ground
geophysical surveying, any such
discovered mineralized structures
will be sufficiently defined for conventional exploration drilling work.
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